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1S1 hea already begun the research neceaaary to identify, collect, publish and market a
core confection of heavily-cited articlea. Our
coat estimatea wiff be baaed on two important
assumptions that 1S1 would properly compensate publishers for use of their copyrighted
materials, and that fibrariarta providing hardcopy service of copyrighted materiafs would
also compensate publiahera.
In closing, I should like to call your attention to a letter published over 3 yeara ago”
BRADFORDS
LAW
Sir, — n considering the application of Bradford’s
Law of Dispersion (Fairtftorna A. J Da. 25:319,
1969) as a guide to acquisition policy in the re.
search library or information centre it is pleasant to
contemplate a bibliophilic Utopia of a complete
colletiion in a library with unlimited space and
acquisition funds. Utopias are rarely found, howev.
er, and the library does have limited resources
Given this restriction, the librarian or acquisitions
specialist, in even the largest and most pecunious
libraries, must make choices. These choices are
rational only to the extent that the library collection
maximises the timely provision of requested docu
ments to the satisfaction of the largest number.
In this light, A. Faser’s letter (Naturt
227:101,
1970) suggesting that a library is dere.
Iict in not purchasing a specialized journal of inter.
est to only one user treats the occasional requesi
with the same degree of importance as the on.
going demand for the heavily used journals. An
inventory policy in a department or fod store,
parts-supply depot, manufacturing concern or Ii.
brary, based on ignoring fraquency-ofdemand dis.
tributions, leads to inefficient aheakion
of re.
sources. Designers of sewer and flood control sys
terns know they cannot design eeonomic drainpipe
and culvert systems of sufficient capacity to handle
the runoff from the one-in-a-thousand chance that
rainfall will exceed, say, 6 inches in any 1 h Wriod

And mass merchandisers stcck only a few or no
items in the extremely low and high size ranges of
shoes, hats and all atilre in between,
Bradford’s Law promulgates that a library can
supply most of the requests for material with a
relatively modest inventory of book and journal
titles, gearad to the normal pattern of demand,
This demand pattern is one in which a relatively few
items from among all possible items in the inventory satisfy a majority of the actual transactions.
Progressively fewer transactions are satisfied from
the balance of the inventory, or from further augmentation of the number of titles held. Abiding by
the Bradford distribution, then, is an important
factor
in the library’s overall success at
demand-fulfilment.
The most efficient way for a library to exploit
its collection and maximize utilization of its document file is to share its bibliographic resources with
as many patrons as possible, It cannot reasortab~
be expected to serve every individual request Carried to the extreme, if the only requests were onetime requests, there could not be an ~rromic
central library. The most efficient way of handling
such a situation would be for each individual to
have his own private collection.
Yours faithfully,

Melvin Weinstcwk

Marty

Institute for Sdentific Information
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106
scientists aaaume that librarians

make no judgments whatsoever in journal aeIection — that they are a captive market. It is
true that many librarians have been guilty of
poor administration of their journal collection
— but it is true also that they have had only a
minimum of hard data to work with. Fortunately, it is now possible to dktinguish among
books and journals — with accuracy, pretision,
and objectivity — and thus it is paaible to
make more scientific decisions.
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